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Each instrument we build at Weber is an expression of the personalities 

of our expert luthiers.  Along with our dedication to building the 

very best for our players, we consider every Weber player a part 

of our family as well as part of the lutherie process.  We craft each 

instrument with you, the player, in mind. You complete the process 

by giving Weber instruments a voice. You nurture them as they 

mature and develop their own unique personality, one that can 

only be achieved through your participation and style of play. At 

Weber, we build instruments for all levels of play, from the weekend 

mandolin warrior to the pro on the road. Every instrument we make is 

handcrafted from carefully chosen domestic and exotic solid woods 

with tap-tuned soundboards and hand-scalloped bracing. We give the 

same fine attention to detail to every model we build, whether it be 

hand-bending a rim or carving the final touches into a scroll. Carved 

mandolin family instruments are what we do, who we are, and we 

strive to be the very best. 

 - Bruce Weber & Bruce Weber Jr.
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Since 1997, Weber instruments have earned the reputation of being 

among the finest USA made acoustic instruments being built today. The 

craftspeople at Weber believe that the best instruments are those made by 

hand. From the tap-tuning of every top and back, to the intricate binding, 

to the hand sprayed lacquer finish and every step in between, your Weber 

has been expertly crafted by the most talented hands in our industry.
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MANDOLINS
F-STYLE & A-STYLE

GALLATIN | BITTERROOT | YELLOWSTONE | DIAMONDBACK | VINTAGE | FERN | RIVER 
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THE WEBER Mandolin
The most popular instrument of the Weber family, the mandolin represents the most traditional body size and 

instrument crafted by the Weber craftsmen in Bend, OR USA. Traditionally a bluegrass instrument, the mandolin is 

now used in a wide variety of music genres – from bluegrass to Bach. The mandolin sits well in a variety of band ar-

rangements and accompanies many different instruments. Our mandolins have a 14 inch scale length,  
a 10 1/8 inch body width and an overall length of 27 1/4 inches. All models include the Weber adjustable ebony 

bridge and dual-action adjustable truss rods. All mandolins feature 18 to 1 gear ratio tuners with pearling buttons.

Reflecting the history of the Florentine mandolins, our hand carved scrolls and stunning lines epitomize the beauty of an acoustic 

instrument.  Soundboards are graduated and tuned by hand for maximum tone and volume. Splendor meets function. Great 

focused projection which delivers more volume. Ideal for stage work and for being heard above other instruments in a band.

F- style body

Traditional designs pass from one generation to the next because they just plain work. The depth of tone and simple lines in our 

A series add to the life of every music genre, mellows the instrument and delivers broader projection.

A- style body
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GALLATIN
F-STyle & A-STYLE MANDOLINS

Stunning natural, organic looks highlight the Gallatin series, a group of innovative  

instruments with traditional integrity and no frills. The Gallatin features hand-

carved  solid woods with the same attention to detail as our highest-end instru-

ments. The satin finish adds to the unique look of this 100% made-in-America 

mandolin.
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GALLATIN

MANDOLINS|F-STYLE & A-STYLE

GALLATIN
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE & A-STYLE
All Gallatin instrument bodies are unbound and 
crafted with a 2A Sitka spruce top and maple 
back and sides. Featuring a standard 24 fret 
ebony fretboard with 14” scale and 1 1/8” nut 
with a maple neck.  

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo
Color: Faded Leather
Finish: Satin Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: Weber Diamonds

STANDARD MODELS:
Gallatin A14-F | $1,999
Gallatin A14-O | $1,999
Gallatin F14-F |  $2,999 
Gallatin F14-O |  $2,999

bracing
• X-Bracing on all oval holes
• Tone bars on F-Holes

Gallatin A14-F Gallatin A14-O Gallatin F14-F Gallatin F14-O
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BITTERROOT
F-STyle & A-STYLE MANDOLINS

The Bitterroot series is a beautiful traditional and minimalistic instrument. Players 

love the silky satin finish, ivory bound top and Buckskin color, that gives this series 

a distinctive visual appeal. Combine the playability of the radiused fingerboard, 
the bluegrass muscle of the tonebar braced Sitka top, and the elegantly traditional 

aesthetic, and you get one of the best, most affordable mandolins on the planet.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE & A-STYLE

BITTERROOT
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE & A-STYLE
bitterroot instrument bodies feature an ivroid 
bind and crafted with a 2A Sitka spruce top 
and flame maple back and sides. Featuring a 
standard 24 fret ebony fretboard with 14” 
scale and 1 1/8” nut with flame maple neck.  
Available in 1 3/16” wide nut for additional $300

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo & Knot
Color: Buckskin
Finish: Satin Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: Weber Diamonds

STANDARD MODELS:
Bitterroot A14-F     |  $2,499 
Bitterroot A14-FW |  $2,799
Bitterroot A14-O    |   $2,499 
Bitterroot A14-OW |  $2,799
Bitterroot F14-F      |  $3,999 
Bitterroot F14-Fw  |  $4,299
Bitterroot F14-O     |  $3,999 
Bitterroot F14-OW |  $4,299

bracing
• X-Bracing on oval holes
• Tone bars on F-HolesBitterroot A14-F 

Bitterroot A14-FW
Bitterroot A14-O 

Bitterroot A14-OW
Bitterroot F14-F 

Bitterroot F14-FW
Bitterroot F14-O 

Bitterroot F14-OW
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YELLOWSTONE
F-STyle & A-STYLE MANDOLINS

The Yellowstone series is fantastic for any style in any forum, from your family’s 

living room to a hard-scrabble roadhouse. This exquisite, gloss-finished workhorse 

delivers the rich, full sound of our tone-bar bracing. Offered in a Honey finish with 

tortoise binding.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE & A-STYLE

YELLOWSTONE
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE & A-style
THE TOP AND BACK OF THE YELLOWSTONE bodies 
are BOUND IN TORTOISE and crafted with a 3A 
SITKA spruce top and HIGH FLAME maple back and 
sides. Featuring a standard 24 fret ebony SINGLE 
CUTAWAY fretboard with 14” scale and 1 1/8” 
nut with a maple neck.  

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo and Flowerpot
Color: Honey
Finish: Gloss Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: Buds
Peghead Veneer: Bound Ebony
Fingerboard Binding: Tortoise

STANDARD MODELS:
Yellowstone A14-F |   $3,499
Yellowstone F14-F |   $4,999
Yellowstone F14-O |   $4,999

bracing
• X-Bracing on oval holes
• Tone bars on F-Style models

Yellowstone F14-F Yellowstone F14-OYellowstone A14-F
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DIAMONDBACK
F-STyle MANDOLINS

The distressed finish on the Diamondback series gives players the feel of a vintage instrument 

straight out of the case. This series is more open and matures faster than any other instrument in 

the Weber lineup due to its thin satin lacquer finish. The Diamondback offers all the traditional 

appointments: a double-cutaway fingerboard, red spruce top, maple body and neck, ivory 

binding, our Fern inlay, a gorgeous pre-distressed satin finish and distressed gold hardware.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE

DIAMONDBACK
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE
THE TOP AND BACK OF THE diamondback bodies 
are BOUND IN ivroid and crafted with a 3A red 
spruce top and HIGH FLAME maple back and sides. 
Featuring a standard 21 fret double cutaway 
scalloped ebony fretboard with 14” scale and 1 
1/8” nut and a high flame maple speed neck. 

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo and Fern Inlay 
Color: Fern Burst
Finish: Satin Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Gold
Fret Markers: Buds
Freboard binding: Tortoise
Peghead Veneer: Bound Ebony

STANDARD MODELS:
Diamondback F14-F |   $5,999 

bracing
• Tone bars on F-Style models

Diamondback F14-F
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VINTAGE
F-STyle MANDOLINS

The Vintage series is reminiscent of instruments of the early twentieth century.   
With the tone and volume to match its exquisite vibe, Weber’s Vintage series is the only 

standard Weber series built with an oval sound hole and modified X-bracing.  
A hand-graduated Red Spruce top, antiqued ivory-bound oval sound hole, and a double-

herringbone rosette give this series a uniquely beautiful appearance.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE

VINTAGE
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE
All vintage instrument bodies are bound in 
ivoroid / black / ivoroid and crafted with a 
Red spruce top and high flame maple back and 
sides. Featuring a 27 fret double cutaway ebony 
fretboard with 14” scale and 1 1/8” nut with a 
flame maple neck.
  
Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo and Flowerpot
Color: Vintage Burst
Finish: Gloss Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: 6mm Dots
Fretboard Binding: Ivoroid
Peghead Veneer: Bound Ebony

STANDARD MODELS:
Vintage F14-O|   $6,499  

bracing
• X bracing on oval hole models

Vintage F14-O
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FERN
F-STyle MANDOLINS

The Fern series represents prestige with traditional instruments crafted from our finest 

tonewoods delivering unparalleled chop, sustain and volume in any setting from jam sessions to 

the recording studio.  The Fern series marries heart-stopping tone with stunning looks and the 

construction of an heirloom instrument.  Gold hardware tops off this elegant series.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE

FERN
AVAILABLE IN F-STyle
All fern instrument bodies are bound in 
ivoroid / black / white and crafted with a 3A 
red spruce top and high flame maple back and 
sides. Featuring a 27 fret double cutaway ebony 
fretboard with 14” scale and 1 1/8” nut with a 
flame maple neck.

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo and Fern Inlay
Color: Fern Burst
Finish: Gloss Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Gold
Fret Markers: 6mm Dots
Fretboard Binding: Ivoroid
Peghead Veneer: Bound Ebony

STANDARD MODELS:
Fern F14-F |   $7,999  

bracing
• Tone bars on F-Style models

Fern F14-F
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RIVER
F-STYLE MANDOLINS

The River series features a stunning Bearclaw Sitka spruce top and quilted  

maple body and neck. The elegant lines of the River series are accentuated  

by tortoise/ivory/black binding. Further adding to the visual appeal are the  

mother-of-pearl River inlay and a blue double-stained finish.
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MANDOLINS|F-STYLE

RIVER
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE
The river instrument body is bound with 
tortoise / ivroid / black on the top and back, 
and crafted with a bearclaw Sitka spruce top 
and quilt maple back and sides. Featuring a 27 
fret double cutaway ebony fretboard with 14” 
scale and 1 1/8” nut with a quilt maple neck.  

Peghead Inlay:The Weber Script and River Inlay
Color: River Blue
Finish: Golss Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: River
Fretboard Binding: Tortoise/Ivoroid
Peghead Veneer: Bound Ebony

STANDARD MODELS:
River F14-F | $8,999  

bracing
• Tone bars on F-Style models

River F14-F
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OCTAVE MANDOLINS
F-STYLE & A-STYLE
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THE WEBER OCTAVE
The octave mandolin features a substantially larger body size than the mandolin, resulting in a more powerfull and 

robust tone, with deeper bass, sound and tone.  The highly versatile instrument crosses many musical genres and 

is regarded as a true workhorse among musicians.  The instrument is very similar to the mandolin from a functional 

standpoint. As its name would suggest, the octave mandolin is tuned a full octave below the mandolin. Weber 

offers a 20 inch scale length with a body width of 12 1/4 inches and an overall body length of 37 1/2 inches. Features 

feature 18 to 1 gear ratio tuners with pearling buttons.

Reflecting the history of the Florentine mandolins, our hand carved scrolls and stunning lines epitomize the beauty of an acoustic 

instrument.  Soundboards are graduated and tuned by hand for maximum tone and  

volume. Splendor meets function.

F- style body

Traditional designs pass from one generation to the next because they just plain work. The depth of tone and simple lines in our 

A series add to the life of every music genre out there.

A- style body
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BITTERROOT
F-STYLE & A-STYLE OCTAVE MANDOLINS

The Bitterroot series is a beautifully traditional and minimalistic instrument. Players 

love the silky satin finish, ivory bound top and Buckskin color, that gives this series 

a distinctive visual appeal. Combine the playability of the radiused fingerboard, 
the bluegrass muscle of the tonebar braced Sitka top, and the elegantly traditional 

aesthetic, and you get one of the best, most affordable octave mandolins on the 

planet.
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OCTAVE MANDOLINS|F-STYLE & A-STYLE

BITTERROOT
AVAILABLE IN F-STYLE & A-STYLE
THE bitterroot bodies feature an ivroid BOUND 
top and crafted with a 2A sitka spruce top and 
mahogany back and sides. Featuring a standard 
23 fret ebony fretboard with 20” scale and 1 
3/8” nut and mahogany neck. 

Peghead Inlay: Weber Script Logo & Knot
Color: Buckskin
Finish: Satin Nitrocellulose Lacquer
Hardware: Nickel
Fret Markers: Weber Diamonds

STANDARD MODELS:
Bitterroot A20-F |  $3,499 
Bitterroot A20-O |  $3,499 
Bitterroot F20-F  |  $4,999  
Bitterroot F20-O  | $4,999 

bracing
• X-bracing on oval holes
• Tone bars on F-Holes

Bitterroot A20-F Bitterroot A20-O Bitterroot F20-F Bitterroot F20-O
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The Boarder
Board sports store

61573 American Loop, Bend, OR 97702 | www.WEBERMANDOLINS.com | 888.886.7598


